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Figure 1 demonstrates the structure of the Transport Level

"Connection Establishing" with the application or device:

Means that the transport layer creates a physical connection for sending
and receiving "handshake" data
Does not mean that this application or device shall be marked as
"connected" for the user
May be a one time connection with which data related to the device is
cleared after disconnection
May be a persistent connection with which information about the device
is stored in a powered off state

"Connection Closing":

Means that connection is not terminated until final 'goodbye' data
transmission has completed
Physical disconnection happens when there is no more data left for
transmission

NOT E

Transport Level Structure

The transport manager has no limitations on the number of transports
Each transport has no limitation on the number of devices
Any device may be connected through any number of transports. In this
case each connection established between the application on a device
and the transport manager has a unique identifier

NOT E
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Figure 1

Figure 2 represents the structure of the Transport Manager
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Figure 2

Transport Manager Structure

View Diagram

View Diagram



Figure 3 represents the structure of a Transport Adapter
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Figure 3

Transport Adapter Structure

View Diagram
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New Device Search

Operation Examples

View Diagram
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New Device Connection

View Diagram
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Connection Close Command

View Diagram



Transport Manager Usage

General Processing Description



Every time SDL starts working it calls the creation and initialization of the TM

The TM uses a singleton pattern and the instance of the TM is created and

initialized while being retrieved. The pointer to the TM is provided to the developer.

If TM is initialized once it must not be initialized again.

The developer may initialize the customized TM by calling the appropriate ‘init()’

function:

If the customized TM is based on default implementation, ‘init()’ must NOT be

called twice for one and the same TM

If the customized TM is created from scratch, it is up to developer to choose

the initialization mechanism.

During the initialization process TM creates two threads:

For processing the message queue of commands from the upper level

For processing the events coming from devices.

Also TM creates and initializes all available Transport Adapters (the default and/or

customized ones).

If appropriately configured TM may load the information about previous state and

perform necessary actions (e.g. reconnect the last connected application).

TM becomes initialized:

When its internal threads are created and are ready for working (i.e. the ‘init()’

function is serial and if it returns the control, the initialization has completed

successfully and TM is ready for working).

And it does not watch whether the Transport Adapter(s) has initialized by this

time:

If any of TAs failed to initialize, this is informed into the log file. TM answers

with erroneous messages to the requests related to such TA.

If there are NO TAs (either not initialized or not defined), TM answers with the

error messages to all of the requests.

TM Core: it is a TransportManagerImpl class. It contains the processing

mechanisms (e.g., for procedures of sending/receiving the data, for

TM Initialization

TM Structure



connecting/disconnecting procedures, etc.).It does not have the embedded default

Adapters and Listeners. And it would not work apart of the Wrapper.

TM Wrapper: it is implemented in TransportManagerDefault class. It adds the default

Transport Adapter(s) and Listener to the Core completing the fully-featured

functionality.

The default Adapters are created and initialized by the default TM Wrapper.

The customized Adapters should be initialized by the developer himself:

TM is initialized first

Then the init() function for the custom Adapter is called

Then the initialized custom TA and the Listener are added to the initialized TM.

Transport adapter in its turn creates and initializes all available workers.

‘Search Device’ worker creates a separate thread and waits for the ‘Start’

command.

‘Client Listener’ creates a separate thread and waits for connections from

devices.

‘Server Connection’ worker executes all actions on caller’s thread (does not

create a thread).

When the initialization is complete, TM starts waiting for:

The user`s command

The device connection.

Resumption from “last state” singleton (if such resumption is specified via

profile)

When one of the above happens, TA:

Creates a separate thread for each connection with device’ application(s)

Notifies TM on connection created.

When the connection is established, the Upper Level:

TA Initialization

Getting Started



May start a handshake routine with the application and then notify the user

about the application is connected.

May close the connection by sending an appropriate command to TM if the

application or device is unwanted.

‘Immediate’ error:

When TM is not able to execute any command it will immediately return the

appropriate error code. For example: when connect(app_id) is called and TM is

not initialized yet this type of error occurs.

‘Postponed’ error:

TM is able to execute a command and there is some error occurred in

downstream.

The component, where the error has occurred, sends the appropriate

information to TM.

Then TM provides a notification to the Upper Level.

TM is ready to send and receive data after the connection is opened

Sending messages:

Each message destined for the device is posted into the message queue.

The message is removed from the queue after it is successfully sent to the

device.

The message(s) is returned to the caller if for some reason TM is not able to

send it (e.g., unexpected device disconnection),

Receiving messages:

TM redirects messages from the Transport Adapter to the Upper Level via

notification mechanism.

Errors in TM

Messages in TM

Connection Identifiers



TM uses the pair “Device ID” and “Application ID” for accessing the application on a

device and internally for connection establishing.

Device ID:

Stands for global unique identifier based on MAC address for network

adapters and MAC address like for BT.

In the default implementation Device ID is logically split into two parts:

Internal device ID – that is a MAC address string

External device ID – that is an integer value.

When the new MAC address is found, the integer value is assigned to it

correspondingly (starting from 1 and incremented with every new assignment).

For persistent connection

When the device is marked as “known”, the correspondence of internal and

external IDs is stored (even after power off) until the user explicitly asks to

“forget about device”.

When the user requests to ‘forget’ the known device, the MAC address may be

assigned with the new integer value on being connected for the next time.

For one-time connection this correspondence is not saved in long term

storage. And if connected later the same MAC address may get the new

integer value in correspondence.

It is not defined what happens if two devices with the same MAC address

would connect.

Application ID: is the application unique identifier. It is the incremental integer value

assigned and used internally in TM.

Connection ID:

Connection is represented with a unique pair of “Device ID” and “Application

ID”.

Connection ID is a system wide unique identifier (incremented integer value)

assigned to each new connection.

This ID is used for sending/receiving data and for closing the connection.

There are no certain rules to define how exactly this ID is assigned.

When TM receives ‘close connection’ or ‘disconnect’ commands it tries to finish

sending accumulated messages and then closes the connection.

Connection Closing



If connection is lost TM will drain all accumulated messages and confirm

connection closure.

When SDL is going to shutdown, TM clears all objects which it has created (e.g.

default transport adapters).

Objects created by developer (e.g. developer’s transport adapter or listener) are not

removed by TM. The developer must take care of destructing his customized

objects by himself.

For creating the instance of the TM with the default configuration it is necessary to use

the following code

#include "transport_manager.h"
#include "transport_manager_default.h"
{ 
    TransportManager *transport_manager = TransportManagerDefault::instance();
}

Initialization of TM may take some time due to thread creation. After the initilization is

complete, the Transport Manager is ready to be used. Any commands sent before the

transport manager is ready will be rejected with error code NOT_INITIALIZED  in the

return value. The TM uses the singelton pattern, thus only one instance of a TM can exist

at any one time. This rule can be changed in a custom TM implementation if necessary.

1. A listener allows monitoring events that take place in the TM

SDL Shutting Down

Default TM Instance

Adding Custom Listeners to the TM



2. The number of Listeners is not limited and can be zero

3. The listeners are provided to the TM and are used by any module that needs to

receive notifications from the TM

4. The list of Listeners is stored by the TM

5. The TM does not create any Listeners by default

6. A custom Listener should be related with the implementation of the module that

uses the listener and should implement the Transport Manager Listener Interface

#include "transport_manager.h"
#include "transport_manager_default.h" 
 
class MyTransportManagerListenerImpl: public TransportManagerListener
{ 
    // Implement interface
}
{ 
    TransportManager *tm_impl = TransportManagerDefault::instance(); 
    TransportManagerListener *my_tm_listener = new 
MyTransportManagerListenerImpl(); 
    tm_impl->addEventListener(my_tm_listener)
}

Adding Custom Transport Adapters
to the Default TM



About Transport Adapters in general:

TM may contain zero to N Transport Adapters (a TM with 0 TAs does not
do anything)
Each adapter corresponds to a specific type of transport (Bluetooth, USB,
TCP, etc.)
TA implements transport specific search, connect, disconnect, and data
transfer routines

NOT E

Several instances of TA:

Several TAs of the same type can exist in the TM
The results of using several instances of the default TAs is not defined
It is the developer's responsibility to create a custom Adapter that
operates well under these conditions

NOT E

Custom TA

The simplest way to add a custom TA is to derive it from the existing

implementation of the TCP or BT adapter and add it to the TM

NOT E



#include "transport_manager.h"
#include "transport_manager_default.h" 
 
{ 
    // The default implementation of TCP adapter is used in this example 
    // The developer is free to create their own implementation 
    TransportAdapter *my_transport_adapter = static_cast<TransportAdapter*>
(new TcpTransportAdapter); 
    my_transport_adapter->init(); // note: TA must be initialized before getting an 
instance of TM 
    TransportManager *tm_impl = TransportManagerDefault::instance(); // note: 
When custom TA is added to the TM, the default listener will be assigned to it 
automatically 
    tm_impl->addTransportAdapter(my_transport_adapter)
}

By default, the TA is initialized during TM initialization. If the TA needs to be added to a TM

which has already been initialized, the TA should be initialized before it is added the TM

If the default implementation of TAs is not suitable, you can create a transport adapter

from scratch.

Create a custom class that implements the transport adapter interface. The custom

TA should use the defined interface TransportAdapterListener for notifying the

Initialization

The TM has a TCP adapter by default. Adding the new instance of the same

Adapter may result in unexpected behavior. The developer must change the

standard behavior of the TCP adapter to elinatate any potential problems.

NOT E

Custom Transport Adapter Implementations



Transport Manager

The instance of TA listener will be set by the TM automatically when a custom TA is

added. If the custom TA does not store its listener then the adapter will not be able

to notify the TM about events such as OnDataReceiveDone or OnConnectDone

#include "transport_adapter.h" 
 
class MyTransportAdapterImpl : public TransportAdapter
{ 
    // Implement all interface functions here 
    // use TransportAdapterListener interface to notify TM about events
}

The following code should be added where the TM is initialized

#include "transport_manager.h"
#include "my_transport_adapter_impl.h" 
 
{ 
    TransportAdapter *my_transport_adapter = 
static_cast<MyTransportAdapterImpl *>(new MyTransportAdapterImpl); 
    my_transport_adapter->init(); 
    transportManager *tm_impl = TransportManagerDefault::instance(); 
    tm_impl->addTransportAdapter(my_transport_adapter); 
 
}

All internal logic is up to the developer. The developer is responsible for implementing:

Communication with the device

Notification of state changes

Error handling



1. A listener allows monitoring the events that take place in the TA

2. The number of TA listeners is not limited

3. The list of Listeners that are called on any event that occurs in a TA is stored in the

TA

4. A custom TA listener:

The developer can add the Listener to the TA through the customization

procedure only. The developer needs to create his own TA on the base of the

default one, and then add the Listener to it.

should implement the Transport Manager Listener Interface

Set up a Listener as follows

Adding a New Listener to the
transport Adapter

Working with the TA Listener by-passing the TM is dangerous and may lead

to asynchronous behavior that is undefined. The custom Listener should be

added only together with the new custom Adapter and/or custom TM

NOT E



#include "transport_manager.h"
#include "transport_manager_default.h" 
 
class MyTransportAdapterListener : public TransportAdapterListenerImpl
{ 
    // customize listener
} 
 
... 
 
{ 
    // The default implementation of TCP adapter and the default implementation 
of adapter listener are used in this example 
    // Developer is free to create his own implementation from scratch 
    TransportAdapter *my_transport_adapter = static_cast<TransportAdapter*>
(new TcpTransportAdapter); 
    my_transport_adapter->init(); 
    TransportManager *tm_impl = TransportManagerDefault::instance(); 
    TransportAdapterListener *my_ta_listener = new 
MyTransportAdapterListener(tm_impl); 
    my_transport_adapter->addListener(my_ta_listener); 
    tm_impl->addTransportAdapter(my_transport_adapter);
}

If for some reason the default adapters are not a good fit they can be completely replaced

with developer defined adapters. To do this the developer

1. Must implement the TA logic

2. Provide the new TA to the TM

Creating a TM with custom TAs only



#include "transport_manager.h"
#include "transport_manager_impl.h" 
 
class MyTransportManager : public TransportManagerImpl { 
    virtual int init(); 
    virtual ~MyTransportManager(); 
 
    MyTransportAdapter *my_adapter_; 
    explicit MyTransportManager(const TransportManagerAttr &config) : 
TransportManagerImpl(config), my_adapter_ (nullptr) { 
    } 
 
public: 
    static MyTransportManager *instance(); 
 
}; 
 
// note: the implementation of all methods above are not defined here to make 
the code look simpler 
 
{ 
    TransportManager *tm_impl = MyTransportManagerImpl::instance();
}

1. Basic Information

TM is responsible for all complex logic and decisions, while TA is a primitive

entity that operates only with transport sepcifics

Communication interface between TM and TA

TM sends a command to TA

If TA is unable to execute this command it returns the proper error code

Otherwise, TA starts executing the command. The TA notifies the TM by using

the appropriate callback function

2. Two queues are used as a fundamental of the TM

Message Queue for commands coming from the upper level

Event Queue for events coming from devices

Transport Manager Customization



3. Customizing the TM, the Developer

Should implement transport manager interface

Should use the transport adapter interface and the transport listener interface

for making the implementation work with the default adapters and listeners

Has two options:

Creating the TM from scratch

Deriving from the default implementation

If not particularly changed, the default Adapters and Listeners will be

used.

1. Basic information

TA is highly adaptable to any specific of a real transport

TA consists of

Worker Classes that perform a single operation (e.g., device search)

Controller that

Accumulates event handling from all worker classes

Controls the state of all internal data and

Notifies the upper level via callbacks

Internal data structures that contain the information about the device, the

connection and other necessary information

2. Workers of TA

Device Scanner:

Implements transporet dependent search procedure initiated by the

appropriate command from the Transport Manager

It is the developer's responsibility to implement this worker

It may be absent for transport types that do not support searching.

When the device is found the worker:

Creates a notification and directs this notification to the Controller

The Controller notifies TM using the TA Listener

Transport Adapter Customizing



TM receives the notification and sends a command to TA for connecting

all available applications

TM and TA perform a chain of notifications

TM notifies the upper level using TM Listener with the information on

each application connected; the connection ID, the application name, the

device name

Client Connection Listener:

Implements the transport dependent connection that was originated by the

device

It is the developer's responsbility to implement this worker

If the transport does not support such ability the worker may be absent

Working procedure:

The worker waits for the connection of a mobile device

When the connection request from any of the mobile devices arrives, TA

establishes a connection (creates the data path) with this device and the

connectoin listener sends a notification through the controller to the

upper level with the device and application IDS

Server Connection Factory

Implements transport dependent connection that was originated by the user

It is the developer's responbility to implement this worker

If the transport does not support this ability, the worker may be absent

Creates a connection with the device and the application specified by the user

Both the device and the application must already be known to the TA at

this moment

TA may know about the device after the 'search' routine or after the

'restore previous state' routine

If device is not known the Transport Adapter returns the error

immediately

When the connection is created the TA sends a notifications through the

controller to the upper level

3. Connection

The main responsibility of the client and server connection works is to create

a Connection



Connection is the entity that is responsible for data transmitting between Core

and the device

Works and Connection are closely related

Customing the connection

Custom implementation of Connection must be used in custom worker(s)

only

It is not possible to use other types of data exchange in default workers

It is possible to use the default Connection implementation in custom

workers

The default Connection implementation is based on sockets isolated in a

separate thread

Each transport specific worker shall use transport dependent initialization of

the threaded socket connection

If the default implementation is not convenient the developer can create his

own Connection

In this case custom workers shall also be created

4. The Descriptor is used for manipulating devices and connections inside of the

adapter

Create a class that is derived from TransportAdapterImpl  and add the implementation of

necessary virtual methods.

#include "transport_adapter_impl.h"
class MyTransportAdapter : public TransportAdapterImpl
{
protected: 
    virtual DeviceType getDeviceType() const;
}

Create a connection class deriving ThreadedSocketConnection  and implement virtual

methods

C U STOM TRANSP ORT ADAP TER C REATION



#include "transport_adapter_impl.h" 
 
class MySocketConnection : public ThreadedSocketConnection
{ 
    virtual ~MySocketConnection();
protected: 
    virtual bool establish(ConnectError **error);
}

Create a class for the device that will be used by Controller to manage devices and

implement all virtual methods

#include "transport_adapter_impl.h" 
 
class Mydevice : public Device
{ 
    virtual ~Device(); 
    virtual bool isSameAs(const Device *other_device) const; 
    virtual ApplicationList getApplicationList() const;
}

Create the necessary worker classes by deriving the appropriate basic worker and fill in

the necessary functionality

#include "transport_adapter_impl.h"
class MyDeviceScanner : public DeviceScanner
{ 
 
}
class MyServerConnectionFactory : public ServerConnectionFactory
{ 
 
}
class MyClientListener : public ClientConnectionListener
{ 
 
}



These workers should use Connection and Device which were created in previous steps.

For instance, scanner should add a list of devices to controller. This list will be used later

when the connect  request is received. To create a data path the connection class should

be used. When the connection starts it will update Controller with the pointer to this

connection.

When everything is created it is time to combine everything.

#include "transport_adapter_impl.h" 
 
MyTransportAdapter::MyTransportAdapter() : Transport AdapterImpl( 
    new MyDeviceScanner(), 
    new MyServerConnectionFactory(), 
    new MyClientListener()
)
{
}

Create an instance of the new adapter and provide it to the Transport Manager

#include "transport_manager.h"
#include "transport_manager_impl.h"
#include "my_transport_adapter_impl.h"
{ 
    TransportAdapter *my_transport_adapter = static_cast<TransportAdapter *>
(new MyTransportAdapter); 
    TransportManager *tm_impl = TransportManagerDefault::instance(); 
    tm_impl->addTransportAdapter(my_transport_adapter);
}

This adapter will use the default connection implementation and default Adapter Listener

but three worker classes will implement developer's logic. Also, the Transport Adapter will

provide device type in the developer's own way. TransportAdapterImpl  virtual (but not



pure) methods Store()  and Restore()  can be reimplemented to provide resumption

mechanism. Default implementations for both methods do nothing.

sudo apt-get install git cmake build-essential libavahi-client-dev libsqlite3-dev 
chromium-browser libssl-dev libudev-dev libgtest-dev libbluetooth3 libbluetooth-
dev bluez-tools gstreamer1.0* libpulse-dev 

sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get upgrade 
sudo ldconfig 

Clone the SDL Core repository

git clone https://github.com/smartdevicelink/sdl_core.git 

CD into sdl_core/ and checkout the master branch

Initial Configuration

Install Packages

Clone the SDL Core Repository

https://github.com/smartdevicelink/sdl_core
https://github.com/smartdevicelink/sdl_core/tree/master


git checkout origin/master 

Clone the Web HMI repository

git clone https://github.com/smartdevicelink/sdl_hmi.git 

CD into sdl_hmi/ and checkout the master branch

git checkout origin/master 

Create build folder outside of sdl_core/ directory

mkdir build 
cd build 

Run CMAKE and install application

Clone the SDL HMI Repository

Setup the Build Environment

https://github.com/smartdevicelink/sdl_hmi
https://github.com/smartdevicelink/sdl_hmi/tree/master


cmake ../sdl_core 
make 
make install 

First, we must determine what gstreamer command works in your environment

Start by finding a raw h.264 file (Example) and determine which of the these gstreamer

commands sucessfully plays the example video

Ubuntu 14.04+

gst-launch-1.0 filesrc location=/path/to/h264/file ! decodebin ! videoconvert ! 
xvimagesink sync=false 

or

gst-launch-1.0 filesrc location=/path/to/h264/file ! decodebin ! videoconvert ! 
ximagesink sync=false 

If you're using tcp, you can connect the stream directly with your phones ip address using

gst-launch-1.0 tcpclientsrc host=<Device IP Address> port=3000 ! decodebin ! 
videoconvert ! ximagesink sync=false 

GSTREAMER Setup

https://support.apple.com/library/APPLE/APPLECARE_ALLGEOS/HT1425/sample_iPod.m4v.zip


In the build folder directory, open bin/smartDeviceLink.ini in a text editor and the make the

following changes:

;VideoStreamConsumer = socket 
;AudioStreamConsumer = socket 
;VideoStreamConsumer = file 
;AudioStreamConsumer = file 
VideoStreamConsumer = pipe 
AudioStreamConsumer = pipe 

Using pipe streaming may require a modification to the SDL HMI.

After you start SDL Core, cd into the bin/storage directory and there should be a file

named "video_stream_pipe". Use the gst-launch command that worked for your

environment and set file source to the video_stream_pipe file. You should see “setting

pipeline to PAUSED” and “Pipeline is PREROLLING”.

Pipe Streaming

Configuration (smartDeviceLink.ini)

HMI Modifications

V IDEO

Video Stream Pipe

RAW H.264



gst-launch-1.0 filesrc 
location=$SDL_BUILD_PATH/bin/storage/video_stream_pipe ! decodebin ! 
videoconvert ! xvimagesink sync=false

gst-launch-1.0 filesrc 
location=$SDL_BUILD_PATH/bin/storage/video_stream_pipe ! "application/x-rtp-
stream" ! rtpstreamdepay ! "application/x-rtp,media=(string)video,clock-
rate=90000,encoding-name=(string)H264" ! rtph264depay ! "video/x-h264, stream-
format=(string)avc, alignment=(string)au" ! avdec_h264 ! videoconvert ! 
ximagesink sync=false

gst-launch-1.0 filesrc 
location=$SDL_BUILD_PATH/bin/storage/audio_stream_pipe ! audio/x-
raw,format=S16LE,rate=16000,channels=1 ! pulsesink

H.264 OV ER RTP  (U BU NTU  16.04+,  GSTREAMER 1.4+)

Audio Stream Pipe

RAW P C M

Socket Streaming

Configuration (smartDeviceLink.ini)



In the build folder directory, open bin/smartDeviceLink.ini  in a text editor and the make

the following changes:

; Socket ports for video and audio streaming 
VideoStreamingPort = 5050 
AudioStreamingPort = 5080 
... 
VideoStreamConsumer = socket 
AudioStreamConsumer = socket 
;VideoStreamConsumer = file 
;AudioStreamConsumer = file 
;VideoStreamConsumer = pipe 
;AudioStreamConsumer = pipe 

Using socket streaming may require a modification to the SDL HMI.

Comment out the following lines in app/model/sdl/Abstract/Model.js :

//  SDL.SDLModel.playVideo(appID); 

Comment out the following lines in app/model/sdl/Abstract/Model.js :

HMI Modifications

V IDEO

AU DIO



//  SDL.StreamAudio.play( 
//      SDL.SDLController.getApplicationModel(appID).navigationAudioStream 
//  ); 

gst-launch-1.0 souphttpsrc location=http://127.0.0.1:5050 ! decodebin ! 
videoconvert ! xvimagesink sync=false 

gst-launch-1.0 souphttpsrc location=http://127.0.0.1:5050 ! "application/x-rtp-
stream" ! rtpstreamdepay ! "application/x-rtp,media=(string)video,clock-
rate=90000,encoding-name=(string)H264" ! rtph264depay ! "video/x-h264, stream-
format=(string)avc, alignment=(string)au" ! avdec_h264 ! videoconvert ! 
ximagesink sync=false 

Video Stream Socket

RAW H.264

H.264 OV ER RTP  (U BU NTU  16.04+,  GSTREAMER 1.4+)

Audio Stream Socket

RAW P C M



gst-launch-1.0 souphttpsrc location=http://127.0.0.1:5080 ! audio/x-
raw,format=S16LE,rate=16000,channels=1 ! pulsesink 

In the build folder

cd bin 
./start.sh 

CD into the HMI repository and run

Start SDL Core

If you want to use a USB connection, you must run

sudo ./start.sh 

NOT E

Start the web HMI



chromium-browser index.html 

iOS Video Streaming Guide

Android Video Streaming Guide

A B B R E V I A T I O N M E A N I N G

Start Video or Audio Stream

No open source mobile application currently implements video streaming.

NOT E

App Service Provider Guide

Terms and Abbreviations

ASP App Service Provider

ASC App Service Consumer

RPC Remote Procedure Call

https://sdl-devportal-media-production.s3.amazonaws.com/iOS/mobile-navigation/video-streaming/
https://sdl-devportal-media-production.s3.amazonaws.com/Android/mobile-navigation/video-streaming/


There are currently four RPCs related to app services which must be supported by every

ASP:

Direction: ASP -> Core

This request is sent by the ASP to initially create the service. This is where the service's

manifest is defined, which includes the type of data provided by the service as well as

what RPCs can be handled by the service.

S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

PublishAppService

Direction: ASC -> Core -> ASP

App Service RPCs

PublishAppService

GetAppServiceData

View Diagram



This request is sent to the ASP when an ASC sends this message. The ASP is expected to

respond to this message with its most recent service data.

S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

GetAppServiceData

Direction: ASP -> Core -> ASC

The ASP can receive this message only when its service is active.

NOT E

OnAppServiceData

View Diagram



This notification is expected to be sent by the ASP whenever there are any significant

changes to its service data or if its service becomes active. Core will forward this

message to any ASCs that have subscribed to data for this service type.

S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

OnAppServiceData

Direction: ASC -> Core -> ASP

The ASP is expected to send this message only when its service is active.

NOT E

PerformAppServiceInteraction

View Diagram



This request is sent to the ASP when an ASC sends this message with the ASP's specific

service ID. This indicates that the ASC wishes to perform a service-specific function on

the ASP. The API for such interactions must be defined by the ASP separately. The ASP is

expected to process this message and respond with SUCCESS  or return an error

response if the interaction was not successful.

S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

PerformAppServiceInteraction

This ASP can receive this message regardless of whether its service is

active, since it is directed at a specific service.

NOT E
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There are a number of existing RPCs which are allowed to be handled by the ASP based on

service type:

ButtonPress with the following values for buttonName

OK

PLAY_PAUSE

SEEKLEFT

SEEKRIGHT

TUNEUP

TUNEDOWN

SHUFFLE

REPEAT

N/A

SendLocation

GetWayPoints

When RPC passing is performed with a request which relates to several components

(such as ButtonPress), not all uses of this RPC will be intended for this service. As such, it

RPC Passing

MEDIA

WEATHER

NAV IGATION

Flow



is expected that the ASP will indicate when they are unable to process a specific instance

of an RPC by responding with an UNSUPPORTED_REQUEST  response code. This informs

Core that it should pass this specific request to another component or app service that

handles this RPC.

This "Waterfall" flow used by Core during RPC passing is defined as follows:

1. App1 sends an RPC request to Core

2. Core checks if there is an active service which handles this RPC's function ID

(ignoring any services which have already received this message)

If found, go to step 3

If not found, go to step 4

3. Core passes the raw message to the ASP, waits for a response

If the request times out before receiving a response, return to step 2

If the ASP responds with result code UNSUPPORTED_REQUEST (indicating

that it cannot handle some part of the request), return to step 2

If the ASP responds with a normal result code, go to step 5

4. Core handles the RPC normally, generates a response

5. Core sends the RPC response to App1

When Core passes an RPC to a ASP according to its handledRPCs  list, it performs no

additional processing on the message. This means that there is no guarantee that this

message is valid according to the RPC Spec. This approach is taken specifically for

forward-compatibility reasons, in case the ASP supports a newer version of the RPC Spec

than Core (which could include breaking changes). As a consequence, the ASP will need

to perform validation on this message itself.

Validation steps for existing passthrough RPCs:

1. Validate bounds and types of existing parameters against the RPC spec

2. Verify that mandatory parameters are present

3. For ButtonPress, verify that the buttonName is correctly tied to the moduleType

Validation

Policies



With regards to permission handling during RPC passing:

For RPCs which are known to Core (determined by its RPC spec version), they are

checked normally against the policy table. As such, the ASP can assume in this

case that the app specifically has permissions to use the this RPC in its current HMI

level.

For RPCs unknown to Core, an ASC needs to be granted specific permissions by the

OEM (controlled by the allow_unknown_rpc_passthrough policy field) to send this

message, even if it is handled by the ASP.

The multiple transports feature allows apps connected to Core to start another

connection over a different transport for certain services (for example, an app connected

over bluetooth using WiFi as a secondary transport for video streaming). This guide will

walk you through how to configure the multiple transports feature using the smartDeviceL

ink.ini  file.

After Proxy is connected to Core, it initiates another connection over a different

transport.

Core tells Proxy which transport can be used as Secondary Transport.

The services that are allowed on the Secondary Transport are specified by Core.

General Description

Implementation

RPC and Hybrid services only run on the Primary Transport

NOT E



There are three protocol control frames which are used in the implementation of multiple

transports

{ 
        audioServiceTransports : [1, 2] 
        videoServiceTransports : [1, 2] 
        secondaryTransports : [TCP_WIFI] 
} 

Core responds to the proxy's StartService  request with additional parameters

audioServiceTransports, videoServiceTransports and secondaryTransports.

The secondaryTransports contains an array of the allowed secondary transports for

the current primary transport.

audioServiceTransports and videoServiceTransports describe which services are

allowed to run on which transports (Primary, Secondary, or both). The Proxy uses

this information and starts services only on allowed transports.

Since RPC and Hybrid services always run on Primary Transport, only Video and

Audio services are configurable.

{ 
    tcpIpAddress : 192.168.1.1 
    tcpPort : 12345 
} 

Core sends a TransportEventUpdate to the proxy to provide additional information

required to connect over the TCP transport

StartService ACK

TransportEventUpdate



If the tcpIpAddress field is empty, the secondary transport is unavailable and proxy

will not send a RegisterSecondaryTransport request

Using the information in the StartService ACK and TransportEventUpdate frames, the proxy

sends a RegisterSecondary transport request over the secondary transport.

If Core sends back a RegisterSecondaryTransport ACK, the proxy can start services

over the secondary transport

S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

Start Service (WiFi as secondary transport)

RegisterSecondaryTransport

Operation Examples

View Diagram



S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

Start Video/Audio service (Over secondary transport)

View Diagram



S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

Start Video/Audio service (No transport available)

View Diagram
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Backwards Compatibility (New Proxy/Old Core)

View Diagram
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Backwards Compatibility (Old Proxy/New Core)

View Diagram



S EQU EN C E D IA GRA M

TransportEventUpdate (Secondary Transport unavailable)

View Diagram



Add the following lines to smartDeviceLink.ini

To enable multiple transports in Core

[MultipleTransports]
...
MultipleTransportsEnabled = true

Setting up multiple transports

Getting started



To set the available Secondary Transport types for a given Primary transport

[MultipleTransports]
...
SecondaryTransportForBluetooth = WiFi
;SecondaryTransportForUSB =
;SecondaryTransportForWiFi =

Modify the services map in smartdeviceLink.ini  to restrict video and audio streaming

services to specific transport types.

[ServicesMap]
...
AudioServiceTransports = TCP_WIFI
VideoServiceTransports = TCP_WIFI, AOA_USB

Transports are listed in preffered order

If a transport is not listed, then the service is not allowed to run on that transport

If the AudioServiceTransports/VideoServiceTransports line is omitted, service will

be allowed to run on the primary transport

The values which can be used in the SecondaryTransportFor  configuration

are WiFi , Bluetooth  and USB

NOT E

Audio and Video streaming



List of secondary transport types

S T R I N G D E S C R I P T I O N

Create private key:

openssl genrsa -out client.key 2048 

IAP_BLUETOOTH iAP over Bluetooth

IAP_USB
iAP over USB, and Core cannot distinguish

between Host Mode and Device Mode.

IAP_USB_HOST_MODE
iAP over USB, and the phone is running as

host

IAP_USB_DEVICE_MODE
iAP over USB, and the phone is running as

device

IAP_CARPLAY iAP over Carplay wireless

SPP_BLUETOOTH
Bluetooth SPP. Either legacy SPP or SPP

multiplexing.

AOA_USB Android Open Accessory

TCP_WIFI TCP connection over Wi-Fi

Generate Self Signed Certificate



Create CSR:

Create Public Certificate:

openssl x509 -hash -req -in client.req -signkey client.key -out client.cert -days 
10000 

Copy client.key and client.cert into your SDL Core build/bin directory. Delete any existing

keys, certs, or pem files.

In your build/bin directory run:

c_rehash . 

Open the config file smartDeviceLink.ini.

If you are using self signed certificates set verifyPeer to false.

openssl req -new -key client.key -out client.req -subj 
'/C=US/ST=MI/L=Detroit/O=SDL/OU=HeadUnit/CN=client/emailAddress=sample@

Configure SDL Core



; Verify Mobile app certificate (could be used in both SSLMode Server and Client) 
VerifyPeer  = false 

Update the names of your certificate and private key in the config file

; Certificate and key path to pem file 
CertificatePath = client.cert 
KeyPath         = client.key 

Below is a possible policy table configuration for requiring a functional group of RPCs to

require encryption. Update the sdl_preloaded_pt.json with values similar to these:

RPC Message Encryption



... 
        "functional_groupings": { 
            "EncryptedAddCommand": { 
                "encryption_required" : true, 
                "rpcs":{ 
                    "AddCommand": { 
                        "hmi_levels": ["BACKGROUND", 
                        "FULL", 
                        "LIMITED"] 
                    } 
                } 
            }, 
... 
        "app_policies": { 
            "<PUT_APP_ID_HERE>": { 
                "keep_context": false, 
                "steal_focus": false, 
                "priority": "NONE", 
                "default_hmi": "NONE", 
                "groups": ["Base-4", "EncryptedAddCommand"], 
                "RequestType": [], 
                "RequestSubType": [], 
                "encryption_required": true 
            } 

Here are a few of the most common questions new developers have around the SDL Core

project.

Currently the SDL Core repo is built for Ubuntu 18.04 as our default environment.

SDL Core FAQ

What OS should I use to get started?



The most common errors come from dependancies issues. Ensure your system has all

the required packages to compile the project. Try running the following commands:

sudo apt-get update 
sudo apt-get install git cmake build-essential libavahi-client-dev libsqlite3-dev 
chromium-browser libssl-dev libudev-dev libgtest-dev libbluetooth3 libbluetooth-
dev bluez-tools libpulse-dev 

The default SDL Core repo actually performs an SDP on loop. Because SDP queries are a

resource intensive operation it can cause the audio coming from the phone to become

very choppy. This can be fixed by doing the following:

First, navigate to this line that reads:

    : TransportAdapterImpl(new BluetoothDeviceScanner(this, true, 0),

Change it to:

    : TransportAdapterImpl(new BluetoothDeviceScanner(this, false, 0),

I'm getting a lot of compilation errors,
how do I get past them?

I'm experiencing choppy audio
through bluetooth, what should I do?

https://github.com/smartdevicelink/sdl_core/blob/master/src/components/transport_manager/src/bluetooth/bluetooth_transport_adapter.cc#L61


That will cause the SDP queries to not be performed by default. This means you will need

to create a way to perform SDP queries using an event trigger. So in the HMI

implementation you will need to tie an event (button press or voice command) to sending

the following RPC message to the Core service:

    return ({ 
        'jsonrpc': '2.0', 
        'method': 'BasicCommunication.OnStartDeviceDiscovery' 
    })

Timing is dependent on the OEM or Supplier implementing SDL, and also dependent on

factors such as OS, hardware, etc.

What is the integration time of SDL in
an infotainment system?


